Main {#Sec1}
====

The majority of current vaccines are thought to prevent disease through the induction of a protective antibody response^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. For elicitation of protective humoral immunity by vaccination, B cells must be activated, enter germinal centers to undergo affinity maturation of their antigen receptors and then differentiate into either long-lived plasma cells that secrete antibody constitutively or memory B cells that participate in a recall response on re-exposure to the pathogen. Adjuvants help drive these immunological mechanisms, shaping vaccine protection^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. The most prevalent adjuvant in licensed human vaccines is also one of the oldest known adjuvants, aluminum hydroxide (alum). The function of alum is complex and potentially dependent on induction of inflammatory cell death at the injection site, activation of innate immune-sensing pathways and production of chemokines and cytokines at the injection site and/or draining lymph nodes (LNs)^[@CR5]--[@CR7]^. Although effective in many vaccines, immune responses elicited by alum are often weaker than other adjuvants in clinical and preclinical studies^[@CR8]--[@CR10]^. Despite these limitations, the rigorous requirements for safety in vaccines make the successful development of new adjuvants a major challenge and alum remains an important gold standard benchmark for all adjuvants^[@CR7]^.

Here we aimed to understand immunological mechanisms of action of this classic adjuvant by evaluating whether the function of alum could be enhanced by engineering the interaction between antigens and alum. Although alum is most commonly employed by adsorbing antigens to alum particles for administration, it is known that many antigens rapidly desorb from alum in the presence of serum or interstitial fluid^[@CR11]--[@CR15]^. Additionally, the rate of antigen clearance in vivo is often unaffected by preadsorption to alum^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. We thus designed immunogens for tight binding to alum through site-specific introduction of multivalent phosphoserine (pSer) peptide--polymer affinity tags, which undergo a ligand exchange reaction with the surface of alum to anchor immunogens in an oriented manner on alum particles. We then studied how this modification altered both the fate of these immunogens in vivo and the resulting immune responses.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Site-specific introduction of pSer affinity tags promotes stable immunogen binding to alum {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We designed short peptide and polymer linkers that would mediate binding to alum by ligand exchange between phosphate groups and hydroxyls at the surface of alum particles. Peptides consisting of 1--12 consecutive pSer followed by a short poly(ethylene glycol) spacer and N-terminal maleimide functional group were prepared by solid-phase synthesis (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We first coupled linkers with one, two or four pSer groups to yeast cytochrome c, which has a free solvent-exposed cysteine. The pSer-modified cytochrome c exhibited steadily increasing binding to alum as the number of serine residues in the tag increased (Extended Data Fig. [1a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). To evaluate the role of pSer valency in achieving stable binding to alum, we modified the 240 kDa fluorescent protein phycoerythrin (PE) with 2--20 linkers, where each linker contained either one or four pSer residues (Extended Data Fig. [1b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The pSer~1~- or pSer~4~-modified PE was adsorbed to alum, followed by incubation in buffer containing 10% serum, and protein bound to alum after this two-step process was measured by fluorescence spectroscopy. As shown in Extended Data Fig. [1c](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, unmodified PE showed almost no retention on alum, but pSer tags promoted a majority of the protein to adhere to alum for \>24 h. Only 2--4 pSer~4~ linkers per protein were required to achieve the same level of binding as 10--20 linkers that had a single pSer residue. Thus, even for very large proteins, modification with a few multivalent pSer tags promotes stable binding to alum in the presence of serum.Fig. 1Phosphoserine affinity tags enable tunable binding of immunogens to aluminum hydroxide adjuvant.**a**, Chemical structure of pSer peptide-polyethylene glycol (PEG) affinity tags for site-specific antigen modification. **b**, Unmodified or pSer-conjugated fluorescent eOD protein (10 µg ml^−1^) was mixed with Alhydrogel (100 µg ml^−1^) for 30 min, then incubated in PBS containing 10% mouse serum for 24 h, followed by fluorescence spectroscopy to measure protein remaining bound to alum. Center values represent mean and error bars represent s.d. (*n* = 3 samples per group). **c**,**d**, Fluorophore-labeled eOD or pSer~4~-eOD (10 µg of protein) was mixed with either Alhydrogel (100 µg of alum) or aluminum phosphate (alumP) adjuvant (100 µg), and injected s.c. in BALB/c mice (*n* = 4 animals per group) followed by longitudinal whole-animal in vivo imaging system (IVIS) imaging of fluorescence at the injection sites. Shown are example whole-animal images (**c**) and mean total radiance from groups of animals over time (**d**). Center lines and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively. **e**, Fluorophore-labeled eOD proteins (10 µg of protein) conjugated with linkers containing 2--8 pSer residues were mixed with Alhydrogel (100 µg) and injected in BALB/c mice followed by IVIS imaging of injection sites over time, as in **c** (*n* = 4 animals per group). Total fluorescence area under the curve measured over 25 d was calculated. Center lines represent mean and error bars represent s.d. **f**,**g**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 3 animals per group) injected with eOD:alum or pSer~4~-eOD:alum, as in **c**, were killed 8 d after injection and immunization sites were analyzed by histology with morin staining to detect alum. Shown are representative injection site cross sections from animals receiving pSer~4~-eOD (**f**) or eOD (**g**) with morin in purple, eOD-AF647 in cyan and bright field in gray (scale bars, 1 mm). Statistical comparisons in **b** and **e** were made using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's post hoc test.

To evaluate pSer modification of a bona fide vaccine antigen, we produced a human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) envelope immunogen, eOD-GT8 (eOD hereafter), with site-specific introduction of a free N-terminal cysteine residue for peptide tag coupling (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Extended Data Fig. [1d](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The antigen eOD is a \~20 kDa gp120 engineered outer domain antigen designed to initiate priming of human B cells capable of evolving toward an important set of CD4^+^-binding site-specific broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) known as VRC01-class antibodies^[@CR18]--[@CR21]^. We first prepared eOD antigens coupled with a single peptide linker containing 1--8 phosphoserines or control linkers containing serine residues and evaluated binding to alum. In buffer, 90% of added eOD adsorbed to alum within 30 min, irrespective of peptide tag composition (Extended Data Fig. [1e](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, when alum-adsorbed eOD was incubated in 10% serum, only \~2% of unmodified eOD or serine-modified eOD remained bound, whereas pSer-modified antigen showed increasing retention on alum with increasing pSer valency, plateauing at \~75% retention for four or more phosphoserines (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, immunogen binding to alum could be readily tuned through the introduction of pSer affinity tags containing discrete numbers of pSer moieties.

pSer-mediated binding to alum slows immunogen clearance in vivo {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Alum is retained at injection sites for many weeks^[@CR22]^, but clearance of antigens administered with alum is often much faster^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. To determine how pSer-mediated antigen binding to alum influences in vivo antigen availability, BALB/c mice were injected with AlexaFluor647 (AF647)-conjugated eOD or pSer~4~-eOD mixed with alum and fluorescence at the injection site was tracked by whole-animal fluorescence imaging. Unmodified eOD cleared from the injection site within 3 d, whereas pSer~4~-eOD persisted for over 3 weeks (Fig. [1c,d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As an additional control, we injected pSer~4~-eOD mixed with aluminum phosphate, an alternative clinical formulation of alum that has many fewer sites for ligand exchange with the pSer tag. In this case, pSer~4~-eOD cleared at the same rate as eOD (Fig. [1c,d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When varying pSer linker valency, we observed maximum antigen persistence with four or more pSer residues (Fig. [1e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Histology of the injection sites 8 d after injection showed pSer~8~-eOD colocalized with alum, whereas unmodified eOD was undetectable (Fig. [1f,g](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results demonstrate that pSer antigens are cleared in vivo substantially more slowly than unmodified antigens adsorbed to alum.

pSer-immunogen:alum immunization enhances multiple facets of the humoral immune response {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Control affinity tags with more than four serines were poorly soluble in water, so we chose to compare pSer~n~-eOD proteins to Ser~4~-eOD. Immunization of BALB/c mice with Ser~4~-eOD:alum or pSer-eOD:alum revealed a clear trend of increasing serum immunoglobulin (Ig)G titers as the number of phosphoserines in the affinity tag increased; pSer~8~-eOD elicited 48-fold higher serum IgG titers compared to the Ser~4~-eOD antigen, which persisted over 6 weeks (Fig. [2a,b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The pSer-antigen:alum immunization was effective whether vaccines were administered via a subcutaneous (s.c.) or intramuscular (i.m.) route (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and we did not detect a measurable antibody response to the pSer linker itself (Extended Data Fig. [1f](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Further, ELISPOT analysis of bone marrow plasma cells 3 months after a single pSer-antigen:alum immunization showed 16-fold more antigen-specific plasma cells elicited by immunization with pSer~4~-eOD or pSer~8~-eOD compared to control Ser~4~-eOD (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Immunization with pSer-modified eOD increased total germinal center (GC) B cells compared to Ser-modified eOD by 1.5-fold (Fig. [2e,f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [1g](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Strikingly, the percentage of eOD-binding GC B cells increased dramatically from 2.8% to 33% in response to pSer-antigen immunization (Fig. [2g,h](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [1h](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, these results indicate that pSer-immunogen:alum immunization promotes both qualitative and quantitative improvements in humoral immune responses.Fig. 2Alum-binding pSer antigens elicit enhanced humoral responses in vivo.**a**,**b**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 5 per group) were immunized with 50 µg of alum mixed with 5 µg of eOD (with pSer or control Ser tag modification); serum IgG titers were analyzed by ELISA at 6 weeks (**a**). IgG titers were analyzed over time by ELISA (**b**). Data are represented as mean ± s.d. of log-transformed data. **c**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 5 per group) were immunized with 50 µg of alum and 5 µg of eOD by s.c. or i.m. routes; shown are serum IgG titers at 6 weeks. Center lines represent mean and s.d., respectively of log-transformed data. **d**, Three months after immunization as in **a**, eOD-specific antibody-secreting cells (ASCs) from bone marrow were assayed by ELISPOT. Center lines and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively. **e**--**h**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 10 mice pooled from two independent experiments) were immunized with 5 µg of eOD and 50 µg of alum by s.c. route, and germinal center responses were assayed on day 9 by flow cytometry of dLNs. Shown are representative flow cytometry plots (**e**) and mean GC B cell frequencies (**f**), representative histograms (**g**) and frequencies of GC B cells binding AF647-labeled eOD (**h**). Data in **f** and **h** are represented as mean ± s.d. Statistical comparisons in **a**,**c**,**d**,**f** were performed using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post hoc test. Comparisons in **a** and **c** were performed using log-transformed data. Statistical comparison in **h** was performed using unpaired, two-tailed Student's *t*-tests.

Antigen-specific B cells engulf pSer-antigen:alum nanoparticles and exhibit enhanced activation in vitro {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alum is not a monolithic solid but is made up of fibrous aggregates of aluminum hydroxide nanocrystals^[@CR23]^. In the setting of tight binding between the immunogen and alum particles, we envisioned that antigen delivery to LNs over time could either be mediated by slow release of free antigen from alum surfaces at the site of injection or antigen could be trafficked to LNs still bound to alum nanocrystals (Extended Data Fig. [2a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the potential impact of B cells encountering antigen bound to alum particles, we measured activation of human Ramos B cells, expressing the eOD-specific germline-inferred VRC01 antigen receptor^[@CR20]^ cultured in vitro with pSer-eOD:alum conjugates versus eOD:alum. Free monomeric eOD elicited a near-baseline calcium signaling response as reported previously^[@CR20]^, as did Ser~4~-eOD mixed with alum (Extended Data Fig. [2b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, B cells stimulated by pSer-eOD:alum showed increased activation with increasing pSer valency (Extended Data Fig. [2b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). B cells incubated with alum and Ser~4~-eOD bound alum particles but showed little or no eOD uptake, whereas B cells incubated with pSer~8~-eOD:alum internalized alum particles together with eOD (Extended Data Fig. [2c,d](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Higher resolution visualization of these cells by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging revealed that nanoscale alum aggregates were internalized by B cells when pSer~8~-eOD was bound to alum (Extended Data Fig. [3a,b](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that when bound to alum via pSer linkages, antigens can behave as a multivalent, particulate vaccine that is internalized by B cells.

Alum accumulates in draining LNs and antigen-specific B cells acquire pSer-immunogen bound to alum particles {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By separately labeling alum and antigen, we observed that following immunization, Ser~4~-eOD levels in the LN peaked at 24 h and rapidly decayed thereafter, whereas alum tracer slowly accumulated (Extended Data Fig. [4a--c](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, pSer~8~-eOD and alum showed a matching pattern of slow accumulation in draining LNs (dLNs) (Extended Data Fig. [4d](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Macrophages took up soluble Ser~4~-eOD 1 d after immunization but antigen had cleared from these cells by 7 d. In contrast, macrophages and dendritic cells showed increased uptake of alum and pSer~8~-eOD after 7 d (Extended Data Fig. [4e--h](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). We also directly quantified aluminum levels in dLNs by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. As shown in Extended Data Fig. [4i](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, aluminum was readily detected in dLNs for both pSer~4~-eOD:alum and unmodified eOD:alum immunizations.

Given these biophysical findings regarding pSer-immunogen:alum complexes, we hypothesized that alum particles might deliver pSer antigens to B cells in a multivalent form in vivo. To test this possibility, we employed an adoptive transfer model enabling tracking of antigen-specific B cells^[@CR24]^. Mouse B cells expressing glVRC01 B cell receptors (BCRs) (VRC01^gHL^) were transferred into wild-type mice^[@CR24]^, followed by vaccination with alum and pSer~8~- or Ser~4~-modified monomeric eOD-GT5, a variant of the eOD immunogen, with a physiological affinity (*K*~d~ of \~0.3 µM) for the VRC01^gHL^ BCR^[@CR19],[@CR20],[@CR24],[@CR25]^ (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [5a](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}). VRC01^gHL^ B cells in the pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum group acquired antigen 1 d after immunization that continued to accumulate at day 2, whereas Ser~4~-eOD-GT5:alum immunization led to nearly undetectable antigen uptake by the eOD-specific B cells (Fig. [3b,c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Histology of spleens showed colocalization of alum and pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 around B cell follicles, whereas in the control group only alum and little to no Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 was observed (Fig. [3d,e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). VRC01^gHL^ B cells showed simultaneous uptake of the pSer-eOD-GT5 and alum, contrasting with undetectable levels of either eOD-GT5 or alum uptake in Ser~4~-eOD-GT5:alum-immunized mice (Fig. [3f--h](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When high-affinity eOD-GT8 was used as the immunogen, pSer modification similarly enhanced antigen (Ag) and alum capture by VRC01^gHL^ cells (Extended Data Fig. [5b--f](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}). TEM imaging of flow-sorted antigen^+^ B cells collected from mice immunized with alum:pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 or pSer~8~-eOD-GT8 showed that VRC01^gHL^ B cells acquiring antigen in vivo had readily detectable accumulations of alum aggregates in endosomal compartments (33% of 153 cell sections counted), whereas endogenous B cells showed no alum uptake (0 of 145 cell sections counted, Fig. [3i--k](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [6a--e](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, these results demonstrate that by engineering tight binding to alum, pSer-modified antigens are delivered in alum-bound form to B cells in lymphoid tissue in vivo.Fig. 3Antigen-specific B cells efficiently take up pSer-antigen bound to alum particles in vivo.**a**--**c**, C57BL/6 mice adoptively transferred with 1 × 10^6^ GFP^+^CTV^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells were immunized by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of 5 µg of AF647-labeled Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 or pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 together with 1 mg of alum. Timeline of adoptive transfer experiment (**a**). Flow cytometry analysis of splenic VRC01^gHL^ B cell binding to AF647-labeled eOD-GT5 in vivo (**b**). Dotted lines indicate background signal in unimmunized controls. Quantification of AF647-labeled eOD-GT5 fluorescence of splenic VRC01^gHL^ B cells (**c**). Lines indicate the mean. Data are combined from two independent experiments (*n* = 4 mice for days 1 and 3 Ser~4~-eOD-GT5, *n* = 5 mice for day 2 Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 and days 1--3 pSer~8~-eOD-GT5). Statistical analysis was performed by a two-tailed Student's *t*-test. **d**,**e**, Histological images of spleens from mice 2 d after immunization by i.p. injection with 10 µg of AF647-labeled pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 (**d**) or Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 (**e**) and 100 µg of Cy3-pSer~4~-labeled alum (left scale bar, 1 mm; middle and right scale bars, 100 µm; *n* = 3 per group). **f**--**h**, C57BL/6 mice adoptively transferred with 1 × 10^6^ CTV^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells were immunized with 5 µg of AF647-labeled Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 or pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 and 1 mg AF488-pSer~4~-labeled alum (alum-AF488) and splenic VRC01^gHL^ B cells were analyzed 48 h after immunization. Representative flow cytometry analysis of splenic VRC01^gHL^ B cells (**f**). Bars represent the mean. Quantification of antigen acquisition by VRC01^gHL^ B cells (**g**). Bars represent the mean. Quantification of alum acquisition by VRC01^gHL^ B cells (**h**). Data are combined from two independent experiments. Statistical comparison was performed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post hoc test. **i**,**j**, On day 2 following i.p. immunization with 10 µg of AF647-labeled pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 with 1 mg of alum, GFP^+^AF647^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells (**i**) or GFP^--^AF647^--^ endogenous B cells (**j**) were sorted from the spleen, fixed, stained and sectioned for TEM imaging (scale bars, 200 nm). Shown are representative images from 145 (**i**) and 153 (**j**) cells analyzed. Arrows indicate internalized alum particles. **k**, Quantification of observed percentage of cell sections positive for alum particles in endogenous (endo) and eOD-GT5^+^ B cells. Statistical analysis was performed using a two-proportions *z*-test.

Co-internalization of alum particles and antigen drives activation and antigen-presentation programs in responding B cells {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study the consequences of B cells capturing and internalizing alum-bound cognate antigen in vivo, VRC01^gHL^ B cells from mice vaccinated with AF647-labeled pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum or AF647-labeled Ser~4~-eOD:alum were sorted for RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) gene expression profiling (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). AF647^+^ (Ag^+^alum^+^) VRC01^gHL^ B cells and AF647^--^ (Ag^--^alum^--^) VRC01^gHL^ B cells were analyzed independently. At 48 h, VRC01^gHL^ B cells from eOD-GT5:alum immunized mice exhibited almost identical gene expression profiles to naive VRC01^gHL^ B cells (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [7a,b](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, over 2,000 genes in Ag^+^alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells were differentially expressed in pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum-immunized mice (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [7a,b](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}), indicative of strong activation. Gene signature analysis revealed the Ag^+^alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells were highly metabolically active, with high levels of BCR signaling compared to VRC01^gHL^ B cells from conventionally immunized mice (Fig. [4c--e](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4B cell activation by alum nanoparticles.**a**, Schematic representation of the experimental design for GFP^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cell isolation (antigen specificity determined using eOD-BV711 probe) for panels **b**--**h** and **k**. VRC01^gHL^ B cells were sorted 24 h after eOD-GT5-60mer immunization, to account for the more rapid drainage of soluble antigen compared to alum-adsorbed antigen. Bulk RNA-seq gene expression analyses are shown in **b**--**e** and **k**. Single-cell RNA-seq gene expression analyses are shown in **f**,**g**. **b**, Principal-component analysis of RNA-seq of VRC01^gHL^ B cells exposed to different antigen conditions in vivo. Each dot represents an independent replicate. Experimental conditions are represented by colors shown in **a** (*n* = 4 mice for eOD-60mer; *n* = 3 for all other groups). **c**, Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of representative cellular metabolic processes in Ag^+^alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells after pSer-eOD:alum immunization in comparison to VRC01^gHL^ B cells from unprimed mice. The ticks below the line correspond to the rank of each gene. Statistical analysis was performed using a Kolmogorov--Smirnov test. NES, normalized enrichment score. **d**, GSEA of BCR signaling in Ag^+^alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells after pSer-eOD:alum immunization in comparison to VRC01^gHL^ B cells from Ser~4~-eOD:alum immunized mice. Statistical analysis was performed using a Kolmogorov--Smirnov test. **e**, GSEA for identifying and comparing gene signatures in B cells across all immunization groups compared to B cells from unprimed mice. Red indicates positive association and blue indicates negative association. Circle size is proportional to NES (scale, 1.5--3.0). Color indicates false discovery rate *q* value (\<0.001--0.05). Statistical analysis was performed using Kolmogorov--Smirnov test. UP, upregulated; DN, downregulated. **f**, Single-cell RNA-seq analysis showing row-wise *z* scores of differentially expressed genes defining each group. Each column represents a cell. Differentially expressed genes for each group were identified by MAST (mode-based analysis of single-cell transcriptomics) analysis, using 1.25-fold cutoff against the other groups, adjusted *P* value \<0.05 (*n* = 37 cells for Ser-eOD + alum; *n* = 37 cells for pSer-eOD + alum (Ag^−^); *n* = 46 cells for pSer-eOD + alum (Ag^+^); *n* = 35 cells for eOD-60mer). Cells were obtained from two mice per group. **g**, Violin plots showing normalized expression of example genes from single-cell RNA-seq data analyzed in **f**. Horizontal lines indicate the first quartile, the median and the third quartile. Each circle represents a cell. **h**, Flow cytometry analysis showing changes in CD62L and CD83 expression patterns on VRC01^gHL^ B cells. Two independent experiments were performed with similar results. **i**, Bar graphs show geometric mean fluorescence intensity (gMFI) of CD62L, CD83 and MHC II on VRC01^gHL^ cells in **h** and **j** normalized to unprimed group. Bars represent the mean (*n* = 7 for group 1 and 2, *n* = 6 for group 3 and 4, *n* = 3 for group 5). **j**, Flow cytometry analysis showing changes in MHC II expression patterns on VRC01^gHL^ B cells. Numbers indicate gMFI. Two independent experiments were performed with similar results. **k**, Scatterplot depicts bulk RNA-seq genes differentially expressed in B cells interacting with alum. The *y* axis is Ag^+^alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells after pSer-eOD:alum immunization versus VRC01^gHL^ B cells after Ser-eOD:alum immunization (Ag^−^alum^−^VRC01^gHL^ B cells). The *x* axis is Ag^+^alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells after pSer-eOD:alum immunization versus VRC01^gHL^ B cells after eOD-60mer immunization in the absence of adjuvant (Ag^+^alum^−^VRC01^gHL^ B cells). Genes significantly (both *x* axis and *y* axis, adj *P* \< 0.05) upregulated or downregulated by DESeq2 pairwise comparisons are colored red or blue, respectively.

We next assessed whether the stimulatory effect of pSer-immunogen:alum particles on the B cells in vivo was restricted to BCR signaling or included other pathways. As a control for an immunization that induces activation only through the BCR, we immunized mice with a titrated dose of eOD-GT5--60mer protein nanoparticles alone^[@CR24]^ (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, comparative gene signature analysis revealed selective expression of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II antigen-processing and presentation genes in Ag^+^alum^+^ B cells from pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum immunized mice (false discovery rate *q* = 0.006, Fig. [4e](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Single-cell RNA-seq of VRC01^gHL^ cells was next utilized for more refined assessment of gene expression. Differentially expressed gene clusters defining VRC01^gHL^ B cells from each immunization condition were identified (Fig. [4f](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [7c](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). The transcription factor *Klf2* was highly differentially expressed in Ag^+^alum^+^ B cells and *Klf2* is a known regulator of key genes involved in lymphocyte migration, such as *Sell*, *Ccr7* and *S1pr1*. *Cd83* expression was also highly increased in Ag^+^alum^+^ B cells (Fig. [4f,g](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [7d](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). CD83 marks mature antigen-presenting cells and facilitates MHC class II surface expression^[@CR26]^. CD83 protein was robustly upregulated on Ag^+^Alum^+^VRC01^gHL^ B cells from pSer-eOD:alum-immunized mice (Fig. [4h,i](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [7e,f](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}), and commensurate increases in MHC class II surface expression were observed (Fig. [4i,j](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [7e,f](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). The major co-stimulatory molecule CD86 was also upregulated (Extended Data Fig. [7g,h](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, pSer-immunogen:alum triggers gene expression important for B cell interactions with follicular helper T cells.

The RNA-seq datasets were then cross compared to stratify genes uniquely regulated by pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum versus eOD-GT5--60mer and pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum versus Ser~4~-eOD-GT5:alum (Fig. [4k](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) to potentially identify alum-induced innate signaling in B cells. Over 300 differentially expressed alum-associated genes were identified, suggesting that alum exhibited direct adjuvant activity in B cells after engulfment. Gene signature analysis did not find evidence of toll-like receptor (TLR) pathways (Fig. [4e](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). B cells do not express inflammasomes, and deficiencies in interleukin (IL)-18 or NLRP3 did not impair IgG responses to pSer-eOD:alum immunization (Extended Data Fig. [7i,j](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, alum nanoparticles seem to directly facilitate activation of B cells through an undefined pathway.

VRC01-class B cells primed by pSer-eOD:alum particles successfully enter germinal centers, undergo somatic hypermutation and generate memory B cells {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next examined GC responses of VRC01^gHL^ B cells acquiring pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum particles (Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). VRC01^gHL^ cells primed by Ser~4~-eOD-GT5:alum competed poorly in GCs^[@CR24]^ (Fig. [5b,c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [8a](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, VRC01^gHL^ B cells constituted \~10% of total GC B cells after pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum immunization, approximately a 100-fold improvement in competitive fitness over conventional alum immunization (Fig. [5b,c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the magnitude of the VRC01^gHL^ cell response induced by pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum approached the level attained using the highly immunogenic eOD-GT5--60mer protein nanoparticle in alum (Fig. [5b,c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Virtually all VRC01^gHL^ GC B cell clones analyzed (295 of 296) from pSer~8~-eOD-GT5:alum animals had acquired at least one heavy chain amino acid mutation (*P* \< 0.0001, Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), with a substantial fraction (16.5%) accumulating five or more amino acid mutations (*P* \< 0.0001 compared to unvaccinated). Notably, 83% of VRC01^gHL^ HCs acquired the bnAb-type H35N substitution (*P* \< 0.0001 compared to unvaccinated, Fig. [5e](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating affinity maturation.Fig. 5pSer-antigen:alum nanoparticles recruit rare B cells to GCs and induce somatic hypermutation and memory.**a**, Schematic representation of the experimental design for the germinal center experiments in **b**,**c**. Data are combined from two independent experiments. Bars indicate the geometric mean (*n* = 10 mice per group). Statistical analysis was performed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post hoc test on a log-transformed dataset. **b**, VRC01^gHL^ GC B cells per spleen (see Extended Data Fig. [8a](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} for gating). **c**, Percentage of VRC01^gHL^ B cells of total GC B cells in the spleen. **d**--**g**, CD45.1^+^ B6 mice adoptively transferred with 1 × 10^3^ VRC01^gHL^ were left unprimed or immunized with either Ser~4~-eOD-GT5~gp61~:alum or pSer~8~-eOD-GT5~gp61~:alum and the spleens were analyzed for VRC01^gHL^ memory B cells on d30 or d35. Data are combined from two independent experiments. **d**,**e**, Heavy chain mutation analysis of single-cell sorted naive VRC01^gHL^ cells, VRC01 GC B cells from d18 pSer-eOD-GT5~gp61~:alum immunized mice (*n* = 296 cells, four mice), and VRC01^gHL^ memory B cells from d35 pSer-eOD-GT5~gp61~:alum immunized mice (*n* = 106 cells, four mice). **d**, Circle charts represent the fraction of gVRC01 heavy chain sequences that acquired the indicated number of amino acid mutations. Total number of individual B cell sequences is shown at the center of the circle. **e**, Circle charts of heavy chain amino acid substitutions at H35 (Kabat numbering). **f**, GC-derived VRC01^gHL^ memory B cells (B~mem~) per spleen. Limit of detection (LOD), 30. Bars indicate the geometric mean (see Extended Data Fig. [8b](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} for gating). **g**, IgG1^+^ GC-derived VRC01^gHL^ memory B cells per spleen. LOD, 30. Bars indicate the geometric mean (*n* = 4 mice for unprimed; *n* = 8 mice for Ser~4~-eOD-GT5~gp61~:alum; *n* = 10 mice for pSer~8~-eOD-GT5~gp61~:alum). Statistical analysis was performed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post hoc test on a log-transformed dataset.

To directly test for the development of memory, we measured VRC01^gHL^ GC-derived memory B cells at ≥d30. VRC01^gHL^ GC-derived memory B cells were detected only after pSer~8~-eOD:alum immunization and not after conventional Ser~4~-eOD:alum immunization (Fig. [5f,g](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [8b](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of VRC01^gHL^ memory B cell clones (75%) contained at least one heavy chain amino acid mutation (*P* \< 0.0001, Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and 58% contained the bnAb-type H35N substitution (*P* = 0.003, Fig. [5e](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, pSer-immunogen:alum immunization induced VRC01^gHL^ B cell to successfully compete within GCs, undergo affinity maturation and develop into GC-derived memory B cells possessing somatic hypermutation.

Site-specific immobilization of HIV trimer immunogens on alum enables epitope masking {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If pSer antigens are accessed by B cells while still bound to alum particles, this opens up an additional strategy for shaping the B cell response, whereby the antigen is immobilized with undesired sites oriented against the alum particle surface. To test this concept, we modified a stabilized gp140 HIV Env trimer, termed MD39 (refs. ^[@CR27],[@CR28]^), with pSer linkers at the C terminus of each protomer in an effort to minimize antibody responses against the Env trimer base, as these immunodominant responses in animal models are irrelevant for neutralization of the virus^[@CR29]^ (Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The pSer~4~-MD39 trimers showed increased retention on alum following serum exposure compared to unmodified MD39 (Extended Data Fig. [9a](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). IVIS imaging of fluorescent MD39:alum revealed rapid clearance of unmodified MD39 but slow decay of pSer~4~-MD39 from immunization sites (Extended Data Fig. [9b,c](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6Enhanced humoral responses to HIV Env trimer immunogens elicited by pSer-antigen:alum immunization.**a**, Schematic of pSer conjugation to the base of MD39 trimer immunogens. **b**,**c**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 5 per group) were immunized with 2 µg of MD39 (with or without pSer modification) mixed with 50 µg of alum at days 0 and 21. **b**, Serum IgG titers are shown over time. Statistical comparison by two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni test of the log-transformed data. Data are represented as mean ± s.d. of the log-transformed data. **c**, IgG titers from individual mice on day 63. Center value and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively of the log-transformed data. **d**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 5 per group) were immunized with 5 µg of MD39 or pSer~4~-MD39 mixed with 50 µg of alum and 5 µg of saponin adjuvant. Serum IgG titers are shown over time. Statistical comparison by two-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni test. Data are represented as mean ± s.d. of the log-transformed data. **e**, Antigenicity analysis of MD39 trimer captured on VRC01-coated ELISA plates (1); pSer~4~-MD39 captured on VRC01-coated ELISA plates (2); or pSer~4~-MD39 captured on alum-coated ELISA plates (3). Binding replicates (*n* = 3) are shown from one representative experiment, which was performed in duplicate. Shown are raw ELISA absorbances for binding of indicated monoclonal antibodies added at 0.1 µg ml^−1^. Center value and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey's post hoc test. **f**--**h**, BALB/c mice (*n* = 5 mice) were immunized with 2 µg of MD39 or pSer~4~-MD39 mixed with 50 µg of alum on days 0 and 21. Raw ELISA dilution curves for day 63 MD39-specific IgG assessed in the presence or absence of 20 µg ml^−1^ competing base-binding monoclonal Ab 12N. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. (**f**). Area under the curve of ELISA signal in the presence of 12N Ab (normalized to area under the curve in the absence of base-blocking Ab) (**g**). Center lines and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively. Two data points were removed from analysis in the MD39 group because of low titers. MD39 gp120-specific IgG titers are shown at day 63. Center value and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively of the log-transformed data (**h**). **i**--**l**, New Zealand white rabbits (*n* = 6 per group) were immunized on days 0, 56 and 112 by bilateral s.c. injection with 1 mg of alum and 100 µg of MD39 or 100 µg of pSer~8~-MD39 per animal. Overall MD39-binding IgG titer assessed by ELISA as a function of time (**i**). Data are represented as mean ± s.d. Center value and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively of the log-transformed data. gp120-specific titer measured by ELISA at week 10 (**j**). Center value and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively of the log-transformed data. Neutralization titers, assessed as the serum dilution required to neutralize 50% of the autologous tier 2 virus, measured as a function of time (**k**). ID~50~, infective dose. Center lines are represented as mean and s.d., respectively. Neutralization titers at week 8 (after prime) and week 10 (2 weeks after boost) (**l**). Center value and error bars represent mean and s.d., respectively. **m**,**n**, Single-particle EM analysis of polyclonal IgG antibodies isolated from rabbit sera collected at day 70 from rabbits immunized with MD39 (**m**) or pSer~8~-MD39 (**n**). Binding was measured for three rabbits for each immunization condition and representative images are shown. Statistical tests used were unpaired, two-tailed Student's *t*-test of the log-transformed data (**c**,**h**,**j**) and a two-tailed Mann--Whitney *U*-test (**g**,**l**).

A prime and single boost of mice with MD39 mixed with alum elicited a weak trimer-specific IgG response, but pSer~4~-MD39 administered in the same regimen led to \~50-fold higher IgG titers post-boost (Fig. [6b,c](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). To test whether responses with alum could further be amplified by adding accessory adjuvant compounds, we co-immunized with alum and an ISCOMs-type saponin adjuvant^[@CR30],[@CR31]^ (Extended Data Fig. [9d](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). Co-administration of alum together with saponin adjuvant allowed MD39 to prime measurable IgG responses following a single immunization, but alum and saponin vaccination with pSer~4~-MD39 elicited approximately tenfold higher trimer-specific titers that were maintained over time (Fig. [6d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [9e](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). A substantially larger pool of MD39 trimer-specific memory B cells and bone marrow plasma cells were induced by pSer~4~-MD39:alum compared to control trimer:alum immunization (Extended Data Figs. [9f--i](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). To compare the alum:antigen-pSer platform to state-of-the-art protein nanoparticles, we immunized BALB/c mice with nanoparticle forms of MD39 or eOD with alum. The pSer-antigen immunizations elicited equivalent or slightly higher IgG titers when compared to the protein nanoparticles (Extended Data Fig. [9j,k](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}).

We next evaluated the impact of alum binding on epitope accessibility and the specificity of humoral responses to the Env trimer in vivo. MD39 and pSer~4~-MD39 were recognized equivalently by both bnAbs (PGT121, PGT151 and 35O22) and a non-neutralizing base-specific monoclonal antibody (mAb) (12N) when the free trimers were captured on ELISA plates (Fig. [6e](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, groups 1 and 2). However, when base-modified pSer-MD39 was bound to alum coated on ELISA plates, the 12N mAb against the base of the Env trimer showed substantially reduced binding, whereas bnAbs that recognize a variety of neutralizing sites on the Env trimer surface still bound (Fig. [6e](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that immobilization of the Env trimer on alum particles oriented the trimer to limit accessibility of the Env trimer base.

Next we carried out ELISA analysis of sera from MD39:alum-immunized mice, assessing IgG binding to plate-bound MD39 trimer in the presence or absence of base-binding mAbs. Sera from mice immunized with alum:MD39 showed a modest MD39-specific IgG response and the binding was largely blocked by addition of base-specific mAb (12N) (Fig. [6f,g](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, IgG responses in mice immunized with pSer~4~-MD39:alum were stronger and only partially reduced by addition of the base-specific mAb (Fig. [6f,g](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, pSer~4~-MD39:alum immunization led to a significant decrease in responses to the His-tags located at the base of the Env trimer (added for protein purification purposes) when animals were immunized with pSer~4~-MD39 and increased responses to the gp120 portion of the Env trimer (Fig. [6h](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [9l](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). These results, and those in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, suggest that directed orientation of immunogens with the pSer linker can alter the B cell specificity of the immune response.

To assess the impact of limiting base accessibility on the induction of neutralizing antibody responses against the trimer, we immunized rabbits with MD39 or pSer~8~-MD39 and alum. The pSer~8~-MD39:alum immunization resulted in higher binding IgG titers to both the whole trimer and to gp120, when compared to an unmodified MD39:alum control, particularly after prime (Fig. [6i,j](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The pSer-trimer:alum immunization also significantly enhanced the induction of autologous tier-2-neutralizing IgG responses, with six of six animals generating tier 2 neutralizing antibody titers at week 10 (2 weeks after boost). In contrast only 3 of 6 rabbits in the MD39:alum control group elicited neutralization at this point and mean neutralizing antibody titers for the responders were 6.5-fold lower (Fig. [6k,l](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [9m](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether this enhanced induction of neutralization was linked to alterations in the specificity of the antibody response, we carried out TEM imaging of complexes formed between soluble MD39 Env trimer and purified IgG of the immunized animals at week 10 (ref. ^[@CR32]^). This analysis revealed an antibody response dominated by base-binding IgGs in the MD39:alum group, but a more diverse response in the pSer~8~-MD39:alum group that included putative neutralization epitopes in gp120 and the gp41--gp120 interface (Fig. [6m,n](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Extended Data Fig. [10a,b](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, oriented antigen immobilization on alum as an inorganic nanoparticle scaffold enables B cell targeting of complex antigens to be shifted toward protective epitopes.

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

Here we show that alum, the adjuvant with the longest and most widespread clinical usage, can be modified to both deliver antigen in a particulate form and provide sustained antigen delivery to LNs, simply by engineering the binding of immunogens to alum particles through site-specific introduction of phosphate-bearing peptide linkers. This approach was inspired by work of Hem and colleagues, who discovered that phosphorylated proteins were much more tightly bound to alum than antigens relying solely on electrostatic or hydrogen bonding interactions^[@CR12],[@CR13]^. Following on from these observations, several studies compared humoral responses primed by phosphorylated antigens with different levels of alum-binding affinities and found disparate conclusions, where increasing alum-binding affinity either increased, decreased or had no impact on the magnitude of the IgG response, depending on the antigen and experimental details^[@CR11],[@CR16],[@CR33],[@CR34]^. We suspect these conflicting findings may have resulted from the use of antigens randomly modified over the entire protein surface with alum-binding sites, which may allow the immunogen to crosslink alum particles together or become denatured upon binding, either of which could have unpredictable effects on the immune response.

Uptake of antigen-displaying alum particles has multiple implications for the B cell response beyond enhanced crosslinking of BCRs, as alum activates innate immunity signaling pathways^[@CR35]--[@CR38]^. In addition, alum can activate complement^[@CR39],[@CR40]^, triggers activation of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) through interactions with the plasma membrane^[@CR41]^ and induces sustained antigen presentation by APCs in vitro^[@CR42]^. Through RNA sequencing of sorted antigen^+^alum^+^ antigen-specific B cells, we found evidence that acquisition of antigen bound to alum drives strong activation of BCR signaling, antigen processing and presentation and metabolism pathways.

We also demonstrated that site-specific introduction of alum-binding pSer groups enables the epitope specificity of antibody responses to an antigen to be shifted away from immunodominant but nondesired epitopes. While the generality of this strategy remains to be demonstrated for additional antigens beyond the HIV envelope, this approach may be particularly relevant for vaccines targeting viral envelope entry receptors. Soluble forms of these proteins typically expose a large surface at the envelope spike base that harbors non-neutralizing epitopes. In the case of HIV Env, the trimer base is an irrelevant target for protective humoral immunity but has been found in animal models to be highly immunogenic^[@CR43]^, raising concerns that immunodominant base-directed antibody responses might interfere with the induction of desired neutralizing antibody lineages^[@CR29]^. Oriented antigen display on alum using pSer modification provides one strategy to overcome this issue. Notably, for the HIV gp120 and gp140 trimer immunogens studied here, we routinely achieved yields following peptide coupling and purification of 75--85%, with essentially quantitative substitution of the terminal cysteines. There is likely substantial room for further optimization but these outcomes are promising from a translational immunogen manufacturing perspective and we expect this method will be broadly applicable to diverse subunit vaccines in development for infectious disease and beyond.

Methods {#Sec12}
=======

Antibodies and reagents {#Sec13}
-----------------------

For spleen histology sections, tissues were stained for B220 (clone RA3-6B2; BioLegend) and CD35 (clone 8C12; BD). B220 (clone RA3-6B2; BioLegend), GL7 (clone GL7; BioLegend), CD3 (clone 17A2; BioLegend) and CD38 (clone 90; BioLegend) were used for germinal center staining. For ELISAs, anti-mouse goat IgG-HRP (Biorad) was used. For staining of VRC01^gHL^ B cells in the adoptive transfer model, cells were stained with antibodies against B220, GL7, CD38, CD83 (Michel-19; BioLegend), CD86 (GL-1; BioLegend), MHC II (M5/114.15.2; BioLegend), CD62L (MEL-14; BioLegend), CD95 (SA367H8; BioLegend), CD138 (281-2; BioLegend), IgD (11-26c.2a; BioLegend), CD4 (GK1.5; BioLegend), CD8-α (53-5.8; BioLegend), TCR-β (H57-597; BioLegend), PD-L2 (TY25; BioLegend), CD80 (16-10A1; BioLegend), CD73 (TY/11.8; BioLegend), CD45.1 (A20; BioLegend), CD45.2 (104; BioLegend), IgG1 (RMG1-1; BioLegend), IgM (II/41; BD), Fixable Viability Dye eFluor 780 (ThermoFisher) and with biotinylated eOD-GT8 coupled to Streptavidin BV711 (BioLegend) or eOD-GT5/8 60mer conjugated to AF488, AF647 or PacificBlue (ThermoFisher). For antigen uptake measurements, Ly6C (clone HK1.4; BioLegend), CD3 (clone 17A2; BioLegend), Ly6G (clone 1A8; BioLegend), F4/80 (clone BM8; BioLegend), CD11c (N418; BioLegend), CD169 (clone 3D6.112; BioLegend) and CD11b (clone M1/70; BD) were used. Peptide-coupling reagents were purchased from Millipore Sigma (Novabiochem) unless otherwise noted. Aluminum hydroxide adjuvant (Alhydrogel) and aluminum phosphate (AdjuPhos) adjuvants were purchased from InvivoGen. Cytochrome c from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* was purchased from Millipore Sigma.

Phosphoserine peptide synthesis {#Sec14}
-------------------------------

Peptides were synthesized manually by solid-phase peptide synthesis. A low-loading Tentagel Rink Amide resin (Peptides International, 0.2 meq g^−1^) was used for the synthesis of all peptides. Peptide couplings were performed using 4 equivalents of Fmoc-Ser (PO(OBzl)OH)-OH with 3.95 equivalents HATU (hexafluorophosphate azabenzotriazole tetramethyl uronium) for 2 h at 25 °C. The pSer residues were deprotected using 5% DBU (1,8-diazabicyclo\[5.4.0\]undec-7-ene) in dimethylformamide^[@CR44]^, while all other residues were deprotected in 20% piperidine in dimethylformamide. Double couplings were performed for the addition of any pSer monomers beyond the third. A 6-unit, Fmoc-protected oligoethylene glycol linker (Peptides International) was added following the addition of the pSer monomers to serve as a spacer between the reactive linker and pSer residues. For pSer linkers being reacted to proteins, maleoyl-β-alanine (MilliporeSigma) was coupled to the N terminus of the peptides. Peptides were cleaved in 95% trifluoroacetic acid, 2.5% H~2~O and 2.5% triisopropylsilane, for 2.5 h at 25 °C. After precipitation in ice-cold diethyl ether, peptides were dried, resuspended in 0.1 M triethylammonium acetate buffer (pH 7) and purified by HPLC on a C18 column using 0.1 M triethylammonium acetate buffer in a gradient of acetonitrile. Peptide masses were confirmed by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization--time of flight mass spectrometry.

Imaging experiments using a dye-pSer~4~ conjugate were prepared by a Cu-free click reaction between azide-pSer~4~ and a dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO)-fluorophore, followed by HPLC purification. The azide-pSer~4~ and azide-Ser~3~-pSer~1~ peptides were prepared using the same methods described above for the phosphoserine portion of the peptide. An oligoethylene glycol linker was not included for these linkers. At the N terminus of the peptide, Fmoc-5-azido-pentanoic acid (Anaspec) was used in place of the maleoyl-β-alanine and the peptide was deprotected in 20% piperidine before cleavage in trifluoroacetic acid. Cy3-DBCO (Sigma Aldrich), IR680RD-DBCO (LI-COR) and AF488-DBCO (ThermoFisher) were used for histology, LI-COR-based trafficking and flow cytometry, respectively.

Immunogen synthesis and pSer linker conjugation {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------

eOD-GT8 gp120 and MD39 trimer antigens were synthesized as previously described^[@CR20],[@CR27]^. Briefly, eOD with an N-terminal cysteine was expressed in HEK cells and purified on a Nickel affinity column followed by size-exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 75 10/300 column (GE Healthcare). The eOD antigens used in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} were prepared with the introduction of an extra I-A^b^-restricted helper T cell epitope from LCMV gp~61--80~ added at the C terminus of eOD. Trimer genes were synthesized and cloned into pHLsec by Genscript and then co-transfected with human furin on a pcDNA3.1 plasmid at a 2:1 trimer to furin DNA ratio using 293fectin into FreeStyle 293-F cells (ThermoFisher). Trimer supernatant was collected 5 d after transfection by centrifugation and purified by affinity chromatography using HisTrap HP columns (GE Healthcare) followed by size-exclusion chromatography using an S200 Increase column (GE Healthcare) in PBS at flow rate of 0.5 ml min^−1^. The molecular weight of the trimer was confirmed by size-exclusion chromatography multiangle light-scattering using DAWN HELEOS II and Optilab T-rEX instruments (Wyatt Technology).

Antigens were modified with pSer linkers using a thiol-maleimide reaction. In a solution of PBS with 1 mM EDTA, protein antigens at 1 mg ml^−1^ were reduced for 15 min in 10 equivalents of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (ThermoFisher) and then tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine was removed by centrifugal filtration using an Amicon spin filter (10 kDa MWCO). The antigens were then reacted with maleimide-pSer conjugates. For coupling to eOD and cytochrome c, the antigen at 1 mg ml^−1^ was reacted with 2 molar equivalents of maleimide-pSer overnight at 4 °C in PBS. MD39 timer was modified with a free cysteine at the C-terminal end of each protomer, to which three pSer linkers could be conjugated at the base of each Env trimer. For reaction to MD39, 20 molar equivalents of maleimide-pSer linker was added to 1 mg ml^−1^ MD39 in PBS to ensure complete reaction to available thiols. Proteins were then separated from unreacted peptide linkers using centrifugal filters (10 kDa MWCO). Reactions were initially monitored using parallel reactions with analogous linkers containing spectroscopic handles (maleimide-dibenzyocyclooctyne linkers) and coupling of the phosphoserines to the antigens was confirmed using a malachite green assay (ThermoFisher). Malachite green assays were quantified using a standard curve prepared using known concentrations of the original pSer linkers. Labeled proteins were prepared using NHS-AF647 (ThermoFisher) or NHS-IRDye 800CW (LI-COR) by reaction of 6 eq. fluorophore with eOD or MD39 (1 mg ml^−1^) in 50 mM sodium carbonate buffer for 2 h and purified using centrifugal filtration (10 kDa MWCO). Phycoerythrin (PE)-pSer conjugates were prepared by reacting NHS-DBCO (Sigma Aldrich) heterobifunctional crosslinker to PE in sodium borate buffer (pH 8.0) at varying molar ratios (2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 equivalents) of linker to protein for 4 h at room temperature. Unreacted linkers were removed by centrifugal filtration and then DBCO-modified PE (1 mg ml^−1^) was split into two reactions with with 2 molar equivalents of azide-pSer~4~ or azide-Ser~3~pSer~1~ overnight at 4 °C in PBS. Unreacted pSer linkers were then removed by centrifugal filtration.

Antigen--alum binding and release {#Sec16}
---------------------------------

Alum-binding experiments were performed using either fluorescently labeled proteins or by ELISA. A weight ratio of 10:1 alum to protein was used for all binding experiments and immunizations, unless otherwise noted. For binding assays, protein antigen was first incubated with Alhydrogel for 30 min in PBS at 25 °C to allow binding, then mouse serum was added for a final concentration of 10% (v/v). Protein, alum and serum mixtures were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C and solutions were centrifuged at 10,000*g* for 10 min to pellet alum. The concentration of unbound protein in the supernatant was then measured by fluorescence or ELISA. Fluorescence measurements were performed using a Tecan Infinite M200 Pro absorbance/fluorescence plate reader. The fluorescence intensity was normalized to the total fluorescence of a sample that underwent the same processing but lacked alum. For ELISA measurements, 96-well Nunc MaxiSorp plates (ThermoFisher) were coated with VRC01 antibody, blocked with 1% BSA and serial dilutions of antigen were added to the plate with a maximum concentration of 2 µg ml^−1^. Antigen was then detected using anti-His-tag HRP (1:5,000 dilution), washed and developed with 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate. The amount of antigen was then quantified by comparing absorbance values to control antigen with known concentrations.

B cell interactions with alum--antigen conjugates {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------

In vitro experiments were performed using gl-VRC01-expressing Ramos B cells, kindly provided by Prof. D. Lingwood (Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT and Harvard)^[@CR45]^. Calcium flux measurements were performed using cells loaded with 10 μM Flou-4 dye (ThermoFisher) for 30 min at 37 °C in serum-free RPMI in the presence of calcium. B cells were washed once and heated to 37 °C before activation. Antigen and alum were suspended in complete RPMI containing 10% FBS before addition to B cells. Baseline fluorescence was measured for 1 min before addition to the addition of antigen at a concentration of 1 µg ml^−1^ eOD. Alum was added to the B cells at 10 µg ml^−1^. Fluo-4 fluorescence emission was normalized to baseline values before the addition of the antigen. For confocal and TEM imaging experiments, Ramos B cells expressing gl-VRC01 were incubated with eOD:alum formulations for 1 h in RPMI medium containing 10% FBS at 37 °C. For confocal imaging, cells were then fixed in PBS 1% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, washed, stained with DAPI and phalloidin, mounted on a glass slide and imaged using an inverted Olympus X71 microscope. Samples for TEM analysis were fixed in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0) with 3% paraformaldehyde, 2% glutamate, 5% sucrose, pelleted and post-fixed in 1% OsO~4~ in veronal-acetate buffer. The cells were stained en block overnight with 0.5% uranyl acetate in veronal-acetate buffer (pH 6.0), then dehydrated and embedded in Embed-812 resin. Sections were cut on a Leica EM UC7 ultra microtome with a Diatome diamond knife at a thickness setting of 50 nm, stained with 2% uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The sections were examined using a FEI Tecnai spirit at 80 KV and photographed with an AMT CCD camera.

Synthesis of saponin adjuvant {#Sec18}
-----------------------------

For some immunizations an ISCOM-like nanoparticle consisting of self-assembled cholesterol, phospholipid and Quillaja (Quil-A) saponin was prepared as previously described^[@CR46]^; all synthesis was performed under sterile conditions with sterile reagents. Briefly, 10 mg each of cholesterol (Avanti Polar Lipids, 700000) and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (Avanti Polar Lipids, 850355) were dissolved separately in 20 % MEGA-10 (Sigma D6277) detergent at a final concentration of 20 mg ml^−1^ and 50 mg Quil-A saponin (InvivoGen vac-quil) was dissolved in MQ H~2~O at a final concentration of 100 mg ml^−1^. Next, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine solution was added to cholesterol followed by addition of Quil-A saponin in rapid succession and the volume was brought up with PBS for a final concentration of 1 mg ml^−1^ cholesterol and 2 % MEGA-10. The solution was allowed to equilibrate at 25 ^o^C overnight, followed by 5 d of dialysis against PBS using a 10-k MWCO membrane. The adjuvant solution was then filter sterilized using a 0.2-µm Supor syringe filter, concentrated using 50-k MWCO centricon filters and further purified by fast protein liquid chromatography using a Sephacryl S-500 HR size-exclusion column. Each adjuvant batch was finally characterized by negative stain TEM and dynamic light scattering (DLS) to confirm uniform morphology and size and validated for low endotoxin by Limulus Amebocyte Lystae assay (Lonza QCL-1000). Final adjuvant concentration was determined by cholesterol quantification (Sigma MAK043).

Animals and immunizations {#Sec19}
-------------------------

Experiments and handling of mice were conducted under federal, state and local guidelines under an Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved protocol. The 6--8-week-old female BALB/c mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. For imaging experiments, 10 µg of eOD labeled with AF647 was injected with 100 µg of alum in 100 µl of PBS s.c. into the shaven tail base. Immunogenicity experiments with eOD and MD39 used immunization formulations of 5 µg of antigen mixed with 50 µg of alum in 100 µl of PBS, unless otherwise noted. In some formulations, saponin-containing nanoparticles were injected at a concentration of 10 µg ml^--1^ cholesterol. Unless otherwise noted, immune responses were measured after a single primary immunization. Sera were collected by retro-orbital bleeding every other week for ELISA measurements. For rabbit immunizations, New Zealand white rabbits were immunized on days 0, 56 and 112 with 100 µg of MD39 and 1 mg of alum in 1 ml of PBS by s.c. injection (two bilateral injections of 500 µl each).

VRC01^gHL^ B cell adoptive transfer experiments were performed at La Jolla Institute for Immunology. All mice were between 6--10 weeks of age. Homozygous VRC01^gHL^ mice^[@CR28]^ (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) or heterozygous VRC01^gHL^ mice (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) on a C57BL/6J (000664; Jackson Laboratory) or B6.uGFP (004353; Jackson Laboratory) background were used. B6.SJL-*Ptpcr*^*a*^ *Pepc*^*b*^/BoyJ were maintained at La Jolla Institute for Immunology. B cells were purified using CD43 MACS MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec) following the manufacturer's protocol. Then, 10^3^ (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) or 10^6^ (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) were adoptively transferred in RPMI supplemented with 1% FCS 1--3 d before vaccination. For adoptive transfer of 10^3^ VRC01^gHL^ cells, the cells were co-transferred with 5 × 10^5^ wild-type (B6 or B6.SJL-*Ptpcr*^*a*^ *Pepc*^*b*^/BoyJ) splenocytes to facilitate the take in the recipient mice. In some experiments, purified B cells were subsequently labeled with 5 µM CellTrace Violet (Thermo Fisher) in 0.1% BSA-DPBS for 9.5 min at 37 ^o^C before adoptive transfer. For experiments in Fig. [3a--c,f--k](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, mice were i.p. vaccinated with 5--10 µg Ser~4~-eOD-GT5, pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 or eOD-GT5 60mer adsorbed to 1 mg of alum. For experiments in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, LCMV gp~61--80~ peptide sequence was added to Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 and pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 to ensure that adequate helper T cell responses against the immunogens were induced. Transferred VRC01^gHL^ cells in the recipient spleens were identified by gating on GFP^+^eOD^+^B220^+^ cells (Fig. [3b,c,i,k](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), GFP^+^B220^+^ cells (Fig. [5a--c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), CD45.2^+^CD45.1^--^B220^+^ cells (Fig. [5d--g](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) or CTV^+^eOD^+^ B cells (Fig. [3f--h](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Envelope pseudovirus production {#Sec20}
-------------------------------

Envelope pseudoviruses were generated through the co-transfection of the pSG3ΔEnv backbone plasmid (obtained from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH)^[@CR47],[@CR48]^ and a plasmid encoding the full Env gp160 in a 3:1 ratio in HEK293T cells (American Type Culture Collection) using the PEIMAX transfection reagent (Polysciences). Following 48 h, the medium was filtered through a 0.45-µm Steriflip unit (EMD Millipore), aliquoted, frozen and titrated.

Neutralization assay {#Sec21}
--------------------

The neutralization assay^[@CR49]^ was performed with DMEM (Corning) supplemented with 10% FBS (Corning), 1% [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine (Corning), 0.5% gentamicin (Sigma) and 2.5% HEPES (Gibco) and all incubations were performed at 37 °C with 5% CO~2~. On day 1, 25 µl of diluted pseudovirus mixed with 25 µl of 1:3 serially diluted serum or control antibody was incubated for 1 h, followed by the addition of 20 µl of TZM-bl cells at a concentration of 500,000 cells ml^−1^ with diethylaminoethyl-dextran at a final concentration of 40 µg ml^−1^. These were incubated for 24 h and on day 2, 130 µl of fresh DMEM was added and the samples, which were once again incubated overnight. Finally, on day 3, the medium was completely removed and 60 µl of lysis buffer together with 60 µl of luciferase substrate (Promega) was added per well and luminescence was measured on the Synergy2 plate reader (BioTek). Neutralization data are reported as ID~50~ or median inhibitory concentration (µg ml^−1^) values that were calculated as the dilution or concentration at which a 50% reduction in infection was observed. Neutralization assays were performed in triplicate and s.e.m. was reported. The TZM-bl cell line, engineered from CXCR4-positive HeLa cells to express CD4, CCR5 and a firefly luciferase reporter gene (under control of the HIV-1 LTR) was obtained from the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH (developed by J. C. Kappes and X. Wu)^[@CR47],[@CR48],[@CR50]^.

Whole-mouse imaging and lymph node trafficking {#Sec22}
----------------------------------------------

Signals of antigens labeled with AF647 were measured using an IVIS fluorescence imaging system over time at the injection site. Total radiance was normalized to the initial IVIS signal at day 0, measured 30 min after injection. To simultaneously track eOD and alum, we synthesized an infrared dye (IR680)-pSer~4~ conjugate (Extended Data Fig. [4a](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). IR680-pSer~4~ bound very tightly to alum, with minimal detectable dye released from alum following 72 h incubation in serum (Extended Data Fig. [4b](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). We then mixed alum with an equimolar amount of pSer~8~-eOD (labeled with IR800 dye) and IR680-pSer~4~ or alum mixed with dye-labeled Ser~4~-eOD and IR680-pSer~4~ as a control, and immunized mice. For these experiments, alum (50 µg) was labeled by addition of a mixture of 0.5 nmol pSer~4~-IR680 and 5 µg IR800 dye-labeled eOD. The alum:eOD samples were mixed for 30 min at 25 °C and then injected s.c. into groups of BALB/c mice. Inguinal LNs were excised at various time points and whole-tissue fluorescence was measured by a LI-COR Odyssey fluorescence imaging system at 700 nm and 800 nm wavelengths. Values represent the integrated fluorescence intensity. For histology experiments, mice were immunized by s.c. or i.p. injections with 10 µg of AF647-labeled antigen labeled and 100 µg of alum.

Immunohistochemistry of injection sites and spleens {#Sec23}
---------------------------------------------------

Mice were immunized by s.c. or i.p. injections with 10 µg of AF647-labeled antigen and 100 µg of alum. The i.p. injections also included Cy3-pSer~4~ to label alum during imaging. Histology sections were prepared using skin from the injection site, spleen or LN tissues that were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, washed and embedded in a 3 wt% low melting point agarose at 37 °C then allowed to cool and solidify on ice for 15 min. The 100--200-µm sections were prepared using a Vibratome (Leica VT1000S) and suspended in ice-cold PBS then transferred into a blocking solution containing 10% goat serum, 0.2% Triton-X100 and 0.05% sodium azide overnight at 37 °C before immunostaining. For the injection site sections, slices were stained in a solution of morin (1 µM) in 0.5% acetic acid in ethanol. For spleen sections, the tissues were stained for B220 (clone RA3-6B2, BioLegend) and CD35 (clone 8C12, BD). Antibodies were used at 1:100 dilution in blocking buffer overnight at 37 °C, followed by washes with PBS 0.05% Tween and mounted on a glass slide with ProLong Diamond antifade mounting medium (Life Technologies). Images were acquired using a Leica SP8 laser scanning confocal microscope with a ×10 or ×25 water objective. Images were processed with Fiji software.

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry of aluminum in LNs {#Sec24}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) measurements were performed using immunizations of 200 µg of alum mixed with eOD or pSer~4~-eOD. Inguinal LNs were excised at indicated timepoints, dissolved in nitric acid, digested at 200 °C for 20 min in a Milestone UltraWave microwave digestion system, diluted into water to 2% nitric acid and analyzed by an Agilent 7900 ICP-MS. A standard curve of aluminum from 1 µg ml^−1^ to 1 ng ml^−1^ was used to quantify the samples, along with an internal standard of rhodium for every sample.

ELISA analysis of antibody titers {#Sec25}
---------------------------------

For ELISAs to measure anti-eOD titers, Nunc MaxiSorp plates were directly coated with unmodified, monomeric eOD (1 µg ml^−1^) and blocked with PBS containing 1% BSA. For anti-MD39 titer ELISAs, plates were coated with an ST-II antibody (2 µg ml^−1^) and MD39 containing an ST-II tag was added to the plates after blocking with 1% BSA in PBS. Responses against MD39 gp120 were measured by coating ELISA plates with a rabbit anti-His-tag antibody (Genscript), followed by blocking and then addition of his-tagged MD39 gp120 antigen (2 µg ml^−1^). Serial dilutions of sera were added to the blocked plates for 2 h at 25 °C, washed in PBS with 0.05% Tween-20 and incubated with anti-mouse IgG-HRP (BioRad). ELISA plates were developed with TMB substrate and absorbance values at 450 nm were measured. Base-blocking ELISAs were performed using plates coated with human VRC01 (2 µg ml^−1^), followed by a blocking step with 1% BSA in PBS and the addition of MD39 (2 µg ml^−1^) for 2h at 25 °C. To obscure the base of trimer, 20 µg ml^−1^ base-binding antibody was added for 30 min before the addition of serum dilutions. Serum dilutions were added directly to the wells with the base-binding antibody still remaining and absorbance values were compared to wells that were incubated with 1% BSA in PBS instead of the base-binding antibody. His-tag-specific antibodies were measured using plates coated in streptavidin (2 µg ml^−1^) followed by addition of biotin-H6 peptide (Genscript). Titers were determined at an absorbance cutoff of 0.1 OD and 0.3 OD for MD39 and eOD immunizations, respectively.

Antigenicity of trimer bound to alum {#Sec26}
------------------------------------

Antigenicity of MD39 trimer bound to alum was measured using a modified sandwich ELISA protocol. An irrelevant protein (cytochrome c from *S. cerevisiae*, Sigma Aldrich) modified with a pSer~4~ linker was first coated on ELISA plates overnight. Alum at 100 µg ml^−1^ was added to the plates to bind to the exposed pSer residues present on cytochrome c. Control wells were coated with mouse VRC01 at 2 µg ml^−1^. Plates were washed with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 and then incubated with solutions of 1% BSA containing MD39-pSer (1 µg ml^−1^) for 2 h at 25 °C. The bnAbs or base-specific antibodies were added at 100 ng ml^−1^, and detected with a secondary Ab-HRP conjugate, followed by development in TMB substrate.

ELISPOT and germinal center analysis {#Sec27}
------------------------------------

Bone marrow ELISPOTs were performed 3 months after immunization according to manufacturer's instructions, unless otherwise noted (MabTech). ELISPOT plates were coated with an anti-mouse IgG antibody and isolated bone marrow cells were added to the plate for 4 h at 37 °C in complete RPMI (500,000 or 100,000 cells per well for antigen-specific or total IgG responses, respectively). After washing the plates, antigen-specific responses were measured by the addition of biotinylated antigen (1 µg ml^−1^) for 2 h at 25 °C, followed by streptavidin-HRP. Bone marrow cells isolated from each mouse were measured in triplicate. For measurement of germinal center responses, mice were killed 9 d after immunization and LNs were mechanically digested and passed through a 70-μm filter. Cells were then stained with antibodies against CD3e, B220, CD38 and GL7, as well as an AF647-labeled eOD-60mer nanoparticle^[@CR20]^, to identify eOD-specific B cells. Flow cytometric analysis was performed using a BD Canto.

Single-cell RNA-seq {#Sec28}
-------------------

Full-length RNA-seq from single cells was performed using Smart-seq2 methods^[@CR51]^ with some modifications as previously described^[@CR52]^. Single VRC01^gHL^ B cells (B220^+^GFP^+^eOD-BV711^+^AF647^+/−^ live singlets) were sorted by a FACSAria III (BD Bioscience) fitted with a 70-µm nozzle and run at 52 psi. Single cells were sorted using 'single-cell' precision mode and directly collected into 96-well PCR plates containing RNA lysis buffer with RNAse inhibitor (Takara). A CDU chiller was used for sorting and set to 5 °C to ensure RNA recovery. RNA loss was minimized by on-plate reverse transcription and whole-transcriptome preamplification PCR (23 cycles). PCR preamplified product was purified twice using 0.8× AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) to remove any trace of primer--dimers. Samples that failed standard quality control steps, as previously described^[@CR51]^, were removed from further downstream steps. Barcoded Illumina sequencing libraries were generated from 0.3--0.5 ng of preamplified cDNA using the tn5 DNA insertion method (Nextera XT library preparation kit, Illumina). Libraries were sequenced on the HiSeq2500 Illumina platform to obtain single-end 50-bp reads. The reads were aligned to the mouse mm10 reference genome using TopHat (v.1.4.1)^[@CR53]^. Sequencing read coverage per gene was counted using HTSeq-count. Counts per gene were obtained by counting all the transcripts mapping to a gene.

Single-cell differential gene expression analysis {#Sec29}
-------------------------------------------------

Unbiased clustering of single cells (Supplementary Fig. [5C](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) was performed using Seurat (v.2.3.4)^[@CR54]^. Only VRC01^gHL^ B cells with 500--2,500 expressed genes and 5 × 10^5^ to 2 × 10^7^ total read count and only genes expressed in at least two cells were included in the analysis. We applied the default Seurat global-scaling normalization method, where gene expression measurements for each cell are normalized by the total expression, multiplied by 10^4^ and natural log-transformed. The number of reads that mapped to each cell was regressed out before scaling and centering data for dimensionality reduction. Principal-component analysis was performed on 791 variable genes and then dimensionality reduction was performed using a *t*-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding algorithm employing the top 20 principal components. Differentially expressed genes were identified by performing pairwise comparisons using MAST;^[@CR55]^ within the Seurat R package. VRC01^gHL^ B cells from each group were compared against the cells from the remaining groups using a 1.25-fold cutoff and adjusted *P* values \<0.05.

Bulk RNA-seq, mapping and analysis {#Sec30}
----------------------------------

A total of 5,000--10,000 VRC01^gHL^ B cells (B220^+^GFP^+^eOD-BV711^+^AF647^+/−^ live singlets) were sorted by a FACSAria III into Trizol LS (Invitrogen). RNA extraction was performed using miRNeasy micro kits (Qiagen) for downstream RNA-Smart-Seq2 input requirements^[@CR51],[@CR52]^. The reads were aligned to the mouse mm10 reference genome. Raw counts were imported to R/Bioconductor package DESeq2 (v.3.1). Differentially expressed genes were identified using DESeq2 pairwise comparisons.

Gene set enrichment analysis {#Sec31}
----------------------------

GSEA^[@CR56]^ was performed to explore whether specific gene signatures were enriched between VRC01^gHL^ B cells from two groups. Preranked gene lists were generated based on log~10~-transformed nominal *P* values obtained from DeSeq2 analysis. Metabolism-related Hallmark gene sets (E2F targets (M5925); glycolysis (M5937); mTorc1 targets (M5924); Myc-targets v.1 (M5926); oxidative phosphorylation (M5936))^[@CR57]^ and Myc downregulated targets (M3923)^[@CR58]^ were obtained from the Molecular Signatures Database. Additionally, BCR upregulated and downregulated genes, CD40 upregulated and downregulated genes, TLR4 upregulated genes and TLR9 upregulated genes were custom curated on the basis of the work of Zhu et al.^[@CR59]^. Since BCR, CD40 and TLRs regulate common downstream genes^[@CR59]^, CD40-regulated genes were removed from BCR upregulated and downregulated gene sets to create more selective signature gene sets. Likewise, BCR-regulated genes were removed from CD40 upregulated and downregulated gene sets and TLR4 or TLR9 upregulated genes sets. Components of antigen processing through MHC II processing were custom curated on the basis of the work of Lee et al.^[@CR60]^.

BCR sequencing {#Sec32}
--------------

Single VRC01^gHL^ B cells were sorted on d30 and d35 post pSer-eOD-GT5:alum immunization on a FACSAria Fusion (BD Biosciences) fitted with a 70-µm nozzle and run at 61.5 psi. Single cells were sorted using 'purity' precision mode. The flow rate was kept at 2.4 or lower to ensure high-quality cell sorting. A CDU chiller was used for sorting and set to 5 °C to ensure RNA recovery. IgG1^+^ GC VRC01^gHL^ B cells were defined as singlet, scatter, live, CD4^−^, CD8^−,^ CD138^−^, B220^+^ GL7^+^, CD38^−^, IgD^−^, CD45.1^−^, CD45.2^+^, IgG1^+^ and IgM^−^. VRC01^gHL^ memory B cells were defined as singlet, scatter, live, CD4^−^, CD8^−^, CD138^−^, B220^+^, GL7^−^, CD38^+^, IgD^−^ CD45.1^−^, CD45.2^+^, IgG1^+^ and IgM^−^. Naive VRC01^gHL^ B cells (gated as singlet, scatter, live, TCR-β^−^, B220^+^, GL7^−^ and eOD-GT8^+^) were sorted from an unimmunized mouse using 'single-cell' precision mode on a FACSAria II. Cells were sorted directly into 15 µl of lysis buffer (0.1 M Trizma HCl (pH 8), Sigma), containing 10 µg ml^−1^ Poly(A) (Roche) and 500 U ml^−1^ Murine RNase inhibitor (New England BioLabs). First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed using SuperScript II Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). VRC01 heavy chain gene amplification from IgG1^+^ VRC01gHL B cells was performed by nested PCR reaction as previously described^[@CR24]^. For naive IgM^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells, the first of the nested PCR was performed using msVHE forward primer (5′ GAGGTGCAGCTGCAGGAGTCTGG) and a murine IgM-specific reverse primer (5′ TGGGAAGGTTCTGATACCCTGGATG)^[@CR61]^, followed by the second reaction using a VRC01 heavy chain--specific forward primer (5′ GTGCAGCTGGTGCAGTCTGGGGC) and a reverse primer (5′ GACCTGGAGAGGCCATTCTTACC). Sanger sequencing of the PCR products was performed using the forward and reverse primers from the second PCR reaction. Reads were quality checked, trimmed, aligned and analyzed using Sequencher (v.5.1). Amino acid mutation assignments were made using Kabat numbering.

Antibody isolation and EM {#Sec33}
-------------------------

IgG was purified from serum with protein A and then digested into Fab with papain. Purified Fab was added to BG505 SOSIP D664 MD39 mC trimer and complexes were purified using a GE Superose 6 column (GE HealthCare). Complexes were added to 400 mesh carbon-coated grids and stained with 2% uranyl formate. Grids of complexes made of Fab from serum collected at week 10 post immunization were imaged on a Tecnai F20 at 200 KeV using a 4k × 4k Gatan Ultrascan 4000 CCD. Complexes from week 18 post immunization were collected on a Tecnai Spirit at 120 KeV using a 4k × 4k TemCam F416 camera. Micrographs were collected with Leginon^[@CR62]^ and processed with Appion^[@CR63]^. Particles were chosen using DoGpicker^[@CR64]^ and stacked, and initial 2D classes were made with MSA/MRA^[@CR65]^. After removing classes with double particles or those not resembling trimers or protomers, unbinned particles were put into Relion^[@CR66]^, where 3D classification was performed to obtain maps of trimer and Fab complexes. Clean maps were then refined and put into Chimera^[@CR67]^ to segment and compare.

Statistics {#Sec34}
----------

Statistics were analyzed using GraphPad Prism software. All graphs represent mean and standard deviations unless otherwise noted. Comparisons of more than two groups were performed using a one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test to determine statistical significance. For comparisons of experiments with only two groups, two-tailed unpaired Student's *t*-tests were used. Fisher's exact test was performed to determine statistical significance of BCR mutations compared to naive B cells.

Reporting Summary {#Sec35}
-----------------

Further information on research design is available in the [Nature Research Reporting Summary](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} linked to this article.

Online content {#Sec36}
==============

Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summaries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author contributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code availability are available at 10.1038/s41591-020-0753-3.
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Extended data {#Sec37}
=============

Extended Data Fig. 1Phosphoserines mediate protein binding to alum and influence immune response.(**a**) Unmodified cytochrome-C protein or an equivalent concentration of cytochrome-C conjugated with a single pSer linker containing 1, 2, or 4 phosphoserine groups was mixed with 100 µg/mL Alhydrogel in 10 mM MOPS buffer. Alum was separated by centrifugation and bound protein was detected using absorbance at 410 nm compared to a standard curve of known protein concentration. (**b**) Peptide linkers of equivalent molecular size were prepared, composed of an azide functional group linked to either 4 phosphoserines, or 3 serines and 1 phosphoserine. These linkers were coupled to DBCO-modified phycoerythrin (PE) via copper-free click chemistry at a range of total linkers per protein. (**c**) pSer/Ser-conjugated PE (5 µg/mL) with varying numbers of linkers per protein was mixed with alhydrogel (50 µg/mL) for 30 min, followed by addition of mouse serum (final concentration 10% vol/vol) for 24 hr. Protein bound to alum after this incubation was assessed by fluorescence spectroscopy. (n=3 samples/group). Data represents mean ± SD. (**d**) PAGE gel of eOD protein reacted with pSer~4~-eOD. PNGase treatment was used with eOD to remove glycans prior to running gel. Representative gel from two experiments. Gel image is cropped. (**e**) eOD proteins (10 µg/mL) conjugated with a single 4-residue serine linker, or pSer linkers containing 1-8 phosphoserines, were incubated with AlHydrogel (100 µg/mL) for 30 min in TBS at 25 °C, followed by measurement of bound protein by fluorescence. (*n*=3 samples/group). Center lines represent mean and error bars represent SD. (**f**) Day 63 sera from BALB/c mice (*n*=5 animals/group) immunized with eOD (black) or pSer~4~-eOD (red) were tested for binding to pSer tags. Plates were coated with pSer~4~-cytochrome c to quantify the pSer-specific response. Data represents mean ± SD. (**g**, **h**) Germinal center B cells isolated from the inquinal lymph nodes of BALB/c mice (n= 10 animals/group, pooled from 2 experiments) 9 days after immunization with eOD variants and Al-Hydrogel. Cell counts are provided for GC B cells (g) and eOD-specific GC B cells (h). Center lines represent mean and error bars represent SD. Statistical tests were performed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post test.

Extended Data Fig. 2Antigen-specific B cells internalize pSer-antigens bound to alum particles *in* vitro.(**a**) Schematic of potential release of free antigen vs. release of antigen-decorated alum particles at the injection site. (**b**) glVRC01-expressing human B cells were mixed with eOD (50 nM) and alum (10 µg/mL), or alum alone (10 µg/mL). Shown is calcium signaling in B cells following addition of antigen/alum at 60 sec (arrowhead) by the Fluo-4 fluorescence reporter. (**c**, **d**) Alum was labeled by mixing with Cy3-pSer~4~. glVRC01-expressing B cells were then incubated with fluorescent eOD (50 nM) and fluorophore-tagged alum (10 µg/mL) for 1 hour, and then imaged by confocal microscopy. (scale bars = 10 µm). Experiment was performed in two times, showing representative images from one experiment.

Extended Data Fig. 3Alum particles are internalized by B cells in vitro.(**a**) TEM images of sections of Ramos B cells in the absence of alum. Representative images are shown from a total of 20 cells imaged. (**b**) glVRC01-expressing Ramos B cells (2 million/mL) were incubated with pSer~8~-eOD (1 ug/mL) and alum (10 ug/mL) for 1 hour prior to fixation. Arrowheads point to electron dense alum nanofiber clusters. Representative images are shown from a total of 25 cells imaged.

Extended Data Fig. 4Alum particles traffic to lymph nodes and are internalized by antigen presenting cells in vivo.(**a**) Structure of IR680-pSer~4~ conjugate, synthesized by Cu-free click chemistry to directly label alum. (**b**) pSer-dye labeling of alum is stable even following incubation in serum. IR680-pSer~4~ conjugate was incubated either alone or with alum for 30 minutes, and then 10% mouse serum was added, and the solution was incubated at 37 °C for 72 hours. Data represents the fluorescence measurements of the supernatant after centrifugation to remove any dye remaining bound to alum. Other dyes (Cy3-DBCO and AlexaFluor488-DBCO) were conjugated in the same manner. (n=3 samples/group) Center lines and error bars represent mean and standard deviation, respectively. (**c**, **d**) Groups of BALB/c mice (*n*=5/group) were immunized with 5 µg IR800 dye-labeled Ser~4~-eOD (c) or pSer~8~-eOD (d), each mixed with 50 µg IR680-labeled alum, and total fluorescence from dLNs was measured in excised tissues at serial time points. Center lines represent mean. (**e**--**h**) BALB/c mice (*n*=5 mice per group for naïve and day 3 groups, *n*=4 mice per group for day 7 groups) were immunized with pSer~8~-eOD:alum or Ser~4~-eOD:alum by s.c. injection, and flow cytometry was performed on draining lymph nodes after 1 or 7 days. Alum was labeled with pSer~4~-AF488, and eOD was labeled with AF647. Center lines and error bars represent mean and standard deviation, respectively. (**i**) ICP-MS measurements of aluminum in inguinal LNs of naïve mice and mice that were immunized s.c. 3 or 8 days prior to measurement. (*n*=5 mice/group). Center lines and error bars represent mean and standard deviation, respectively.

Extended Data Fig. 5VRC01^gHL^ cells take up eOD bound to alum particles *in vivo*.(**a**) Gating strategy used to identify GFP^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells. In vivo-acquired eOD antigen had been labeled with AF647 prior to injection. B cells were additionally stained ex vivo with BV711-labeled eOD to further confirm the specificity of the donor cells. (**b**, **c**) C57BL/6 mice adoptively transferred with 1x10^6^ GFP^+^ CTV^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells were immunized by i.p. injection of 5 µg AF647-labelled Ser~4~-eOD-GT8 or pSer~8~-eOD-GT8 together with 1 mg alum. (b) Representative flow cytometry analysis of VRC01^gHL^ B cells. (c) Quantitation of antigen uptake over time. Lines indicate the mean. Data are representative of two independent experiments, *n* = 3 mice for d1/2 Ser~4~-eOD-GT8, *n* = 4 mice for d3 Ser~4~-eOD-GT8 and d1-3 pSer~8~-eOD-GT8. Statistical analysis was performed using Two-tailed Student *t*-test. (**d**--**f**) C57BL/6 mice adoptively transferred with 1x10^6^ CTV^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells were immunized by i.p. injection of 5 µg AF647-labelled Ser~4~-eOD-GT8 or pSer~8~-eOD-GT8 together with 1 mg pSer-AF488 labelled alum. (d) Representative flow cytometry plot of VRC0^gHL^ cells. (e) Quantification of eOD-GT8 uptake by VRC01^gHL^ cells. (f) Quantification of alum uptake by VRC0^gHL^ cells. Bars represent the mean. Data combined from two independent experiments, *n* = 4 mice for unimmunized, *n* = 8 mice for Ser~4~-eOD-GT8 + alum, *n* = 7 mice for pSer~8~-eOD-GT8 + alum. Statistical analysis was performed using One-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test.

Extended Data Fig. 6TEM of sorted B cells after immunization with eOD-GT5 or eOD-GT8.(**a**, **b**) Mice were adoptively transferred with VRC01^gHL^ B cells then immunized with fluorescent pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 and alum i.p. Two days after immunization, endogenous (a) and eOD-GT5^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells (b) were sorted by flow cytometry, fixed, and sectioned for TEM imaging. 145 (a) and 153 (b) cells were analyzed, and representative images are shown. (**c**, **d**) Identical experimental conditions were used, with pSer~8~-eOD-GT8 as the antigen, for TEM imaging of endogenous (c) and eOD-GT8^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells (d). 126 cells were imaged for (d) and 45 cells were imaged for (c). (**e**) Quantification of images from (c) and (d). Arrowheads point to electron dense alum clusters.

Extended Data Fig. 7RNA-seq analysis of VRC01-class bnAb precursors.**a**) Bulk RNA-seq analysis showing the row-wise *z* score of differentially expressed genes in VRC01^gHL^ B cells from vaccinated mice compared to naive cell (2-fold cutoff, adj *p* \< 0.01). *n* = 3 mice for group 1-4, *n* = 4 mice for group 5. (**b**) Venn diagrams summarizing bulk RNA-seq analysis showing the number of differentially expressed genes in VRC01^gHL^ cells from each group compared to naive cells (1.5-fold cut-off, adj *p* \<0.05, DeSeq2 pairwise comparisons). (**c**) *t*-Distributed stochastic neighboring embedding (tSNE) two-dimensional plot of single-cell RNA-seq data shows different clustering patterns of VRC01^gHL^ cells from different immunization groups. *n* = 42 cells (4 mice) for naïve, *n* = 55 cells (4 mice) for Ser4-eOD, *n* = 53 cells (4 mice) for pSer-eOD (Ag--), *n* = 58 cells for pSer-eOD (Ag+) (4 mice), *n* = 35 cells (2 mice) for 60mer. Pooled data from two adoptive transfer experiments. (**d**) Normalized expression of MHC II genes and *March1* by VRC01^gHL^ cells. Horizontal lines in violin plots indicate the first quartile, the median, and the third quartile. Each circle represents a cell. *n* = 37 cells (2 mice) for Ser-eOD + alum, *n* = 37 cells (2 mice) for pSer-eOD + alum (Ag--), *n* = 46 cells (2 mice) for pSer-eOD + alum (Ag+), *n* = 35 cells (2 mice) for eOD-60mer. (**e**--**h**) C57BL/6 mice adoptively transferred with 1x10^6^ CTV^+^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells were immunized by i.p. injection of 10 µg AF647-labelled Ser~4~-eOD-GT5 or pSer~8~-eOD-GT5 together with 1 mg alum. (**e**) Flow cytometry analysis showing changes in MHC II and CD83 expression patterns on VRC01^gHL^ B cells. Number indicates percentage of CD83^+^ MHC II^hi^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells. Two independent experiments were performed with similar results. (**f**) Bar graphs show percentage of CD83^+^ MHC II^hi^ VRC01^gHL^ B cells in (E). Bars represent the mean. Pooled data from two experiments. *n*=7 for group 1 and 2, *n*=6 for group 3 and 4, *n*=3 for group 5. (**g**) Flow cytometry analysis showing changes in CD86 expression patterns on VRC01^gHL^ B cells. Two independent experiments were performed with similar results. (**h**) Bar graphs show gMFI of CD86 on VRC01^gHL^ cells in (G) normalized to unprimed group. Bars represent the mean. Data combined from two independent experiments. \*\*\*, *p* = 0.002; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001 by One-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test. (**i**) Day 28 sera from C57BL/6 mice and NLRP3 KO mice (*n*=5 animals/group) immunized with pSer~8~-eOD (red, black) or Ser~4~-eOD (grey) was analyzed by ELISA for eOD-specific IgG antibody responses. Statistical comparison by One-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test. (**j**) Day 14 sera from BL/6 mice (red) and IL18 KO mice (black) (*n*=5 animals/group) immunized with pSer~8~-eOD was analyzed for eOD-specific IgG antibody responses. *p*=0.69 by two-tailed Student's t-test.

Extended Data Fig. 8Flow cytometry gating for VRC01^gHL^ B cell populations.(**a**) Gating strategy for VRC01^gHL^ GC B cells. (**b**) Gating strategy for GC-derived VRC01^gHL^ memory B cells.

Extended Data Fig. 9pSer-MD39 binds to alum, enhancing humoral and neutralization responses.(**a**) After incubation of MD39 trimer with alum for 30 minutes, 10% mouse serum was added, and solution was incubated for 24 hours. Binding of MD39 to alum was determined by the presence of MD39 in the supernatant after pelleting alum by centrifugation. MD39 concentration was measured by ELISA relative to a standard curve. (*n*=3 samples/group). Center lines and error bars represent mean and SD, respectively. (**b**) Representative images of fluorescently labeled MD39 or pSer~4~-MD39 retention at the injection site after immunization with alum in BALB/c mice (n = 4 animals/group). (**c**) Quantification of IVIS images from (b). Data represents mean ± SD. (**d**) ISCOM-like saponin adjuvant does not inhibit pSer-immunogen binding to alum. Fluorescently labeled pSer~4~-eOD (10 ug/mL) was combined with either alum or alum and saponin nanoparticles (labeled isco). After incubation for 24 hours in the presence of 10% mouse serum, the percentage of unbound eOD was measured by fluorescence. The fluorescence signal of pSer~4~-eOD in the absence of alum was normalized to 100% (*n*=3 samples/group). Center lines and error bars refer to mean and SD, respectively. (**e**) BALB/c mice (*n*=10/group, pooled from two immunizations) were immunized with 5 µg MD39 or pSer~4~-MD39 mixed with 50 µg alum and 5 µg saponin adjuvant. IgG titers from individual mice at week 6. . Statistical analysis by two-tailed Student's *t*-test of the log-transformed data. Data are represented as mean ± SD of the log-transformed data. (**f**) Representative images of bone marrow ELISPOT plates for antibody-secreting cells at 3 months post immunization using the same conditions describe in (e). Experiments were performed twice, after two separate immunizations (*n*=5 mice/group for each experiment). (**g**) Quantification of mean bone marrow MD39 trimer-specific ELISPOT responses described in (f). Statistical analysis by two-tailed Student's *t*-test (*n*=5 animals/group). Center lines and error bars refer to mean and SD, respectively. (**h**) Flow cytometry gating for identification of Env trimer-specific memory B cells. (**i**) Groups of BALB/c mice (*n*=5 mice/group for MD39 and pSer-MD39, *n*=2 mice/group for naive) were immunized were immunized with 5 µg MD39 or pSer~8~-MD39 mixed with 50 µg alum and 5 µg saponin adjuvant on day 0. Shown are frequencies of MD39^+^ memory B cells from spleens at week 25. Statistical analysis by one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparison test. Center lines represent mean. (**j**, **k**) BALB/c mice (*n*=5 mice/group) were immunized with 5 ug antigen, and titers were measured four weeks after s.c. immunization. (**j**) Ser~4~-eOD, alum-binding pSer~8~-eOD, and eOD 60mer were used as antigens in combination with alum. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test (*n*=5 mice/group) of the log-transformed data. Center lines and error bars refer to mean and SD, respectively, of the log-transformed data. (**k**) MD39 control, pSer~4~-MD39, and MD39-ferritin were used as antigens in combination with alum. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test (*n*=5 mice/group) of the log-transformed data. Center lines and error bars refer to mean and SD, respectively, of the log-transformed data. (**l**) BALB/c mice (*n*=10 mice/group) were immunized with 5 µg MD39 or pSer~4~-MD39 mixed with 50 µg alum on day 0 with ISCOM-like adjuvant. His tag-specific IgG titers at day 63. Statistical analysis by two-tailed Student's *t*-test of the log-transformed data. Center lines and error bars refer to mean and SD, respectively, of the log-transformed data. (**m**) Rabbits were immunized with MD39:alum or pSer~8~-MD39:alum on weeks 0 and 8 (*n*=6 rabbits/group). Purified IgG antibodies from rabbit sera collected on week 10 was measured for neutralization against autologous tier 2 virus. Statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test. Center lines and error bars refer to mean and SD, respectively.

Extended Data Fig. 10EM averages and reconstructions.**(a)** Representative subset of single particle nsEM 2D class averages (left) and corresponding reconstructed 3D maps (right). The 3D reconstructions are an average composite of most particles in each dataset and reveal the epitopes targeted in each serum sample as labeled. **(b)** Per animal epitope analysis showing a single segmented Fab per epitope as determined by further 3D classification of average composite reconstructions shown in Supplementary Figure [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Colors represent the region of trimer where Fabs bind (blue - V5, pink - N355/alpha2 helix, purple - base, and yellow - N611). Three separate rabbit sera were analyzed for both MD39 and pSer~8~-MD39 immunizations.
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